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Coming next: Special Issue on ‘‘10th Anniversary’’
The journalGenomics Proteomics & Bioinformatics (GPB) turns 10 in 2013. In addition, GPB becomes
Open Access from 2013. To celebrate these important events, GPB is now processing a ‘‘10th Anniversary’’ special
issue. All the submissions are invited from the editorial board members of GPB.
The accepted articles can be accessed online at http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/aip/16720229 via
Article-in-Press. Please see below for the information of the accepted articles.
Life-time Achievement Review
My Journey to DNA Repair
Tomas Lindahl
Review
N6-methyl-adenosine (m6A) in RNA: An Old Modification with A Novel Epigenetic Function
Yamei Niu, Xu Zhao, Yong-Sheng Wu, Ming-Ming Li, Xiu-Jie Wang, Yun-Gui Yang
Interactome Mapping: Using Protein Microarray Technology to Reconstruct Diverse Protein Networks
Ijeoma Uzoma, Heng Zhu
Recent Advances in Computational Methods for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Data Processing
Xin Gao
The History and Advances of Reversible Terminator Used in New Generations of Sequencing Technology
Fei Chen, Mengxing Dong, Meng Ge, Lingxiang Zhu, Lufeng Ren, Guocheng Liu, Rong Mu
Original Research
Does the Genetic Code Have A Eukaryotic Origin?
Zhang Zhang, Jun Yu
Comparative Analysis of MicroRNA Promoters in Arabidopsis and Rice
Xin Zhao, Lei Li
Global Genomic Arrangement of Bacterial Genes Is Closely Tied with the Total Transcriptional Efficiency
Qin Ma, Ying Xu
Shigella Strains Are Not Clones of Escherichia coli but Sister Species in the Genus Escherichia
Guanghong Zuo, Zhao Xu, Bailin Hao
